











	TextBox: 1965 Full size radiators, spacers, fans and shrouds:
	TextBox1: Radiators and spacers:

1965 radiators are unique to the model year as both the upper and lower hose connections are located on the passenger side. 1966 radiators have the upper hose located on the driver's side.

The "thick" spacer, is used for non-air conditioned or non-HD cooling cars. It is 4" deep and is 25-5/8" wide at the core support buck opening, and tapers down to 23-5/8" wide at the radiator buck opening.

The "thin" spacer is used on all small block air conditioned (RPO C60) equipped and all big block cars. It is 2" deep and is 25-5/8" wide, square thru.

A small block, standard radiator (non-A/C, non-HD) is 23-5/8" wide at the radiator buck opening, and has a center mounted cap. It has smaller 2 row tubes and a finger guard on the engine side of the top tank, since it uses no fan shroud.

A stock radiator for an A/C equipped small block or big block car is 25-5/8" wide and has larger 2 row tubes inside. It has a center mounted cap.

There is also a 3 row unit that most heavy duty cooling (RPO V01), A/C equipped, or big block 1965 cars have. It uses a 3 tube wide core and has the cap offset towards the passenger side and canted down toward the front of the car.

Here is an example of my original 1965 Harrison SBC radiator used with a BBC or A/C spacer (incorrect for this application). Radiator is not as wide as the spacer, so adapters had to be made to attach the radiator. Note the passenger side upper hose, finger guard and no shroud:

	TextBox6: Here is the same radiator before the big block engine was installed in the car. Notice the wider spacer, finger guard, and no shroud:
	TextBox7: Picture with front clip removed:
	TextBox3: Fan shrouds:

All 65's and many 66's had steel fan shrouds. All full size shrouds have small triangular gussets welded into them between the face and the round or barrel part. The Chevelle unit is devoid of these gussets. When installed in a full size car, the gussets should be mounted towards the top side of the assembly, not the lower.

	TextBox4: Another photo of my original Harrison SBC radiator installed with the correct BBC spacer in my car. What you don't see are the spacer adapters I made to fit the SBC unit to the BBC spacer. These are required since the SBC radiator is narrower than the shroud. This has since been corrected with a BBC 4 core radiator for proper cooling.
	TextBox2: 1966 Full size radiators, spacers, fans and shrouds:
	TextBox5: 1966 427 425hp big block, thin spacer, driver side hose and plastic shroud:
	TextBox8: Thanks to everyone who had input and supplied photos for this collection:

Donny at American AutoWire             kwhizz



I appreciate all of your help!                                                                      Tom  427SS65


